#CONFERENCELIFE

JOIN ME AT THE NEXT ENA CONFERENCE!

I HAVE A SECRET THAT I WANT TO SHARE WITH YOU.

Promise not to judge me?

I AM A FULL-BLOWN CONFERENCE NERD.

Still my friend?

I have, for years, spent a lot of time and money attending nursing conferences. I love them all, no matter what the topic - emergency nursing, pediatric care, pre-hospital, nurse wellness, hospice, burns, trauma - you name it. I have been to a lot. I have seen many lectures. I loved every minute of it.

I love conferences because of the networking, the education, the travel, and the feeling of camaraderie that you feel among the engaged nurses in attendance. At conferences I'm not a nerd, I'm just one of the #nursetribe.

Now you may be thinking - Why should a nursing student or new grad go to a nurse conference? What could I get out of it?

LET ME BREAK IT DOWN FOR YOU:

1. NETWORKING
   You meet nurses from everywhere. Looking for a job? There are nurses at these conferences that work where you want to work. Need a preceptor for your last semester? You guessed it! Nurses at ENA conferences can hook you up with a preceptorship. The people you meet at ENA conferences are the people that can literally #makeithappen for your academic and professional nursing career.

2. NURSE KNOWLEDGE
   If you want to grow your nurse brain and not spend years doing it, ENA conferences are the place to be. With quality lectures provided by leaders in emergency nursing on a wide variety of topics, ENA conferences will give you the knowledge to excel as a nursing student or new grad nurse.

3. TRAVEL
   I love seeing new places, and ENA conferences are an amazing reason to travel. In 2019 alone, I will have been to ENA events in fabulous locations like Chicago, Seattle, and Austin. In the future, there will be ENA gatherings in San Diego and Las Vegas. Need I say more?
HAVE QUESTIONS? CHECK OUT OUR ENA EVENTS PAGE AND I HOPE TO SEE YOU AT OUR NEXT ENA CONFERENCE!

- SARAH @ NEW THING NURSE
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